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1 Introduction

adaptive rate reconfiguration, remote dependencies require an
end-to-end admission control protocol to ensure that (1) appropriate adaptation is performed on each endsystem to maintain
the end-to-end timing constraints and (2) sufficient resources
are feasibly reserved on each endsystem. Thus, it is essential to
identify and develop policies and mechanisms for end-to-end
real-time admission control that address these challenges.
For example, consider a sensor processing application with
sampling operations and processing operations on different
endsystems [6]. Depending on the environment and application state, sensor sampling operations may run at any one of a
set of rates. Whenever the sampling portion of the application
is ready to adapt by changing the rate at which it samples the
sensor input, the following two activities must occur:

Meeting the quality of service (QoS) requirements of
distributed real-time mission-critical embedded systems is
hard [1]. These systems impose timing constraints on both critical and non-critical operations, across distributed endsystems
and networks. Likewise, these systems often require embedded
processor and network resources, so that both time and space
utilization are constrained. Many of these systems also must
respond to rapidly changing environmental conditions, e.g., by
adapting their timing constraints at run-time.
Supporting the needs of these types of systems requires
quality of service (QoS) management that (1) is adaptive to
changing constraints, (2) performs such adaptation in realtime, (3) integrates distinct canonical QoS management functions, and (4) operates at an appropriate architectural level for
end-to-end QoS management in distributed real-time missioncritical embedded systems. Moreover, solutions that apply
across commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and proprietary heterogeneous networks and endsystems are likely to offer greater
applicability in practice.

Reserving local resources: Any increase in the rate of execution of an operation must be validated for scheduling feasibility on its local endsystem. For example, if an operation
doubles its rate of execution, it will use twice as much CPU
time.

Adaptation handshaking: Remote dependencies may also
complicate distributed adaptation. For example, sampling at a
higher rate than can be processed may be of no benefit. If so,
2 Solution Approach
the admission control protocol may need to negotiate the same
rate for both sampling and processing operations, and ensure
This research offers a middleware-based solution in which the operations can be scheduled feasibly at that rate on their
lower-level QoS management services are leveraged where respective endsystems.
possible, or are provided in middleware when necessary. This
solution also complements and provides services to higherlevel COTS and custom middleware QoS management tech- 2.2 Integrated Middleware Framework
niques from the broader research community [2, 3, 4].
Historically, embedded real-time applications have often couThe primary contributions of our research are focused on pled QoS management and application logic, and provided timKokyu1 , which is an open-source integrated middleware frame- ing assurances by relying on static architectures, such as cyclic
work that supports adaptive distributed admission control executives. Unfortunately, these solutions can be brittle when
strategies and mechanisms for end-to-end QoS management in requirements change, particularly when changes occur at runreal-time embedded middleware. The Kokyu project also pro- time. Moreover, such coupling can expose application develvides a foundation for ongoing efforts to identify and document opers to accidental complexities, and thus increase the risk of
design patterns [5] for integrated real-time adaptive QoS man- insidious errors.
agement in the context of distributed real-time mission-critical
Encapsulating QoS management mechanisms within the
embedded system middleware and applications.
Kokyu middleware framework and allowing flexible configuration of policies shields application developers from error-prone
QoS management details, and provides flexibility in meeting
2.1 End-to-End Admission Control
diverse end-to-end QoS requirements. Canonical QoS manDistributed real-time mission-critical embedded system re- agement mechanisms encapsulated by our framework include
quirements pose new challenges for resource allocation. For (1) QoS service configuration, (2) admission control, (3) QoS
1 Kokyu is a Japanese word meaning literally “breath”, but also implying
exception propagation, (4) QoS exception handling, (5) pacing,
timing and coordination.
(6) shaping, and (7) classification.
1

control policies, and (3) performing value selection and priority
assignment on the sorted sequence.

Integrating mechanisms within the Kokyu framework offers
improved adaptive real-time performance. For example, consider two mechanisms: (1) classifying operations for dispatch
priority assignment, and (2) rate selection for adaptive admission control (described in Section 2.1). If the possible rates of
all operations are known at admission control time, priority assignment can be performed at the same time as rate selection,
as illustrated in the following figure:

Composing Strategies: By using a stable sorting technique,
or by composing admission control and priority assignment
comparisons, the constraints of both policies can be met, assuming they are not contradictory. Moreover, it may be possible to apply increasingly efficient sorting algorithms depending on the information known about the operations at admission control time. For example, if all the rates are known in
advance, it may be possible to apply an O(n) algorithm, e.g.,
radix sort. Otherwise, an O(nlg2 n) comparison sort, e.g., heap
sort, is needed.
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Our end-to-end adaptive QoS management approach is being
incorporated into the Kokyu framework. Kokyu is being developed to extend and enhance the context of the ACE [8] and
TAO [4] open-source COTS middleware frameworks. Kokyu
offers flexibility for extension, configuration, and integration
of either COTS or custom policies and mechanisms, to meet
stringent distributed real-time mission-critical embedded system requirements. This in turn will provide application developers with a high-level foundation for rapid system development across heterogeneous networks and endsystems.
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Concluding Remarks
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